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INT1DUCPIGN
INITIAL DISABILITY CLAIMS

The Social Security Administrations Title II claim for Title II or Title XVI disability

disability insurance program DI is over twenty benefits starts with filing an application in

five years old Since its enactment the program district office DO The DO makes an initial

has gone through major expansion along with determination of eligibility by establishing that

siderable ministrative changes Fbr example in the claimant is not engaged in what is called

1960 there were about one-half million disabled substantial gainful activity SGA i.e not

worker beneficiaries But by 1978 the rolls earning sore than $300 per nonth the claimant

peaked at .9 million The secular increase in has worked enough quarters to be insured under

the number of beneficiaries is explained in part the program and aditionally for SSI applicants

by the increase in the absolute number of workers means test is met Once eligibility on non
insured under the program But we also observe medical grounds is established the application

secular increase in the rate of insured workers is sent to the States Disability Determination

receiving benefits i.e.ieficiaries per 000 Service DDS for review of medical evidence The

insured workers Although of late there has been DDS determines if supporting medical evidence in-

dip in this rate there is no attendant dip in
dicates that the imPairment is expected to

the rronies distributed Between 1977 1981 last or has lasted at least 12 sonths or will

cash paid out increased from $11 .5 billion to result in death and that the evidence shows

$17.2 billion in part because benefits are tied the impairment equals or meets the degree of se
to the Consumer Price Index verity listed in the regulations If the medical

In the past year or so much attention has evidence indicates that an impairment does not

been focused on both Title II DI and Title meet or equal the degree of severity listed an

SSI SSAs other major disability program by -assessment is mai3e of the claimants residual

both the government and by the public through the functional capacity that is the claimants abil

national news media The reason for this atten- ity to perform relevant previous work If past

tion centers primarily on the publics perception work can be perforiied the claim is denied If

of the consequences of changes in the law enacted the claimant is unable to do previous work ron-

in 1980 The 1980 Amendments set Out not only to medical factors such as age education training

enhance work incentives in the disability pro-
and work experience will be evaluated in the con-

grams but also to improve the aininistration of text of the medical evidence to determine whether

the programs to insure that benefits go to the claimant can do other work found in the econ

are continued for those who are genuinely eligi 0TY
ble The provisions to implement these goals Claimants denied disability benefits under DI

include requirement that all nonpermanent dis or SSI or both by the DDS have legal recourse

ability cases be reviewed at least every three to appeal the decision There are several dis

years This is the Continuing Disability Inves tinct stages for such an appeal reconsidera

tigation or CDI More CDIs coupled with other tion by the DDS hearing before an aminis

ministrative changes have resulted in an trative law judge review before an Appeals

crease in the number of decisions to discontinue Council and finally appeal in federal

benefits district court Denials can be overturned at

Both the decline in initial awards and the any step in the appeals process In fact ma
position of seemingly sore stringent criteria for jority of claims denied by the DDS are reversed

continuing disability benefits have sparked the at subsequent appeal stage

interest in the disability programs This interest

coupled with the sequential nature of the ap-
CGNTINUING DISABILITY INVESTIGATIGN CDI

lication review and appeals procedures the Medical recovery or improvement need not be

long duration of disability for many beneficiaries firmly established to determine that benefici

and the reapplication and appeal of many people arys disability has ended It is only necessary

denied or ceased benefits suggest that on-line to establish that the definition of disability

longitudinal files are necessary to provide an is not currently met Nonpermanent disability

accurate account of cases With this in mind we cases are reviewed routinely for medical evidence

will explore current data bases from disability
of disability at least every three years Inter

program ministrative records indicate longitu vening events also can result in.a termination

dinal capabilities and present relatively sim- Bor example program experience has identified

ple approach to creating new data system by
certain impairiints which may be expected to im

paring down existing data bases and synthesizing prove Claims based on these types of impairments

them Ib document the sources of the various are flagged for medical reexamination within 12

existing data bases we first outline the proce to 24 nonths of allowance Voluntary reports of

dures for initial disability claims and for CDI work or medical recovery as well as substantial

since data are generated at each step in the reported earnings which are routinely flagged

cess can result in discontinuation of benef its If dis
ability benefits are terminated beneficiary

has the same recourse for appeal as claimant de
nied benefits on an initial claim
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ministrative records on the claimant or ben form cessation or continuance of disability

eficiary are kept for buth initial applications filled out by the appropriate local SSA agency in

and CDIs The sequential and decentralized nature continuing disability investigation DI CDIs

of the process under different organizational can- have become sore frequent as result of the 1980

ponents highlights the complexity of tracking Amendments which require mandatory triennial re
case and of maintaining data files for research view of nonpermanent disabilities This file con

purposes This paper stems from the concern that taming basic demographic information is rotewor

anticipated requirements for information detailing thy for its information on reason for the CDI
the postijudicative history of disability bene and basis for the determination It is crucial

ficiaries on the rolls cannot be net in wholly to any developient of an integrated data system

satisfactory way with current data bases because when matched with basic 831 information
it represents the first step to establish long

EXISTI DISABILITL riDMINISTR1rIvE DATA BASES itudinal link between initial determination and

Most of SSAs extant ndministrative record the decision to continue or cease benefits after

files on the disability programs exist for case tine on the rolls
control and are not designed for research pur The full 833 file also does not have completely

poses per se The information available on the precoded information blocked on the form As is

files is generally limited to basic demographic the case for the 831 the nost notable datum is

data to those data needed to make disability diagnosis In most instances diagnosis on the

determination and information generated from the 833 file should be identical to diagnosis on the

appeals process Data on disability determination 831 since the CDI is me on the basis of the

include specific and quite reliable diagnostic in original impairment However intervening condi
formation While data are available on most tions can exacerbate an original diagnosis and/or

aspects involved in the disability program no nonrelated ailment between the initial award

one data base on the entire process is wholly sat and the CDI and can affect the medical determina

isfactory If these files are pared and synthe tion for continuing benefits

sized an integrated data base can be created SSAs Office of Data Systems combines data from

not only to meet ministrative needs but also to several sources to report frequency counts on

provide rich source of information for disabil different aspects of the disability program for

ity research In this section we describe the management purposes and provide an information

building blocks of an integrated data system system alerting appropriate operating components

namely existing files fran 1ministrative data that CDIs are due With respect to the latter

The SSA831U5 File purpose the 833 file is the major cainent of

This file is compiled on an annual basis from satellite files which serve as disability master

all applicants for Title II and Title XVI dis files for flags needed by the Office of Disability

ability benefits The information cones from form Operations 000 for periodic review of ronperma
SSA831U5 which is filled out in the district sent impairment disability cases and for the con
office by claims representative in part from trol of current pending disability cases Other

information provided by the claimant on the appli output files which use 833 as canponent are

cation for benefits The 831 file is critical used to create statistical reports for annual

file because it contains the basic personal and publications

program data ahout the claim The 100% 831 file The Continuing Disability Investigation
is the universe file containing all applicants Management Information System The CDI

for disability benefits under Title II Title XVI MIS
and those applicants filing concurrently under The CDI MIS is being developed in cooperation
hoth Titles The information on the file in with several SSA components to provide data base

cludes name date of birth SSN DDS and dis system on nost aspects of CDI activities Its
trict office prior action termination or denial purpose to track CDI cases and provide descrip
for previous claim Title II Title XVI or con tive statistical data is result of the impor
current claim and current determination of claim tance of the CDI process to SSA workloa in re
filled out at the DDS Most of the items on cent years The legislation requiring periodic
the 831 form are pre-coded with some important review as well as the establishsent of inproved

exceptions Specifically diagnosis industry performance standards for the DDSs increased the

and occupation and nobility status are blocked need for CDI information Furthermore these

on the form but are not precoded The informa- data are intended to help the SSA respond to other

tion is eventually coded for sample of success provisions of the 1980 Amendments which require
ful applicants and denials item on the measuring the costeffectiveness of various CDI
Continuous isability History Sample DHS related projects and evaluating decision standards
The full 831 file has been used primarily as such as those used by ministrative law judges
frame for sampling cases for the CDHS The 831 in their review of appeals
file may be matched with other files on an hoc The major impetus for the CDI MIS in terms of

basis for special purposes often on sanpT specific data requests/requirements came fran two

sis For example there have been plans to match sources One source represents an important
831 information with information fran the Supple constituencythe local units i.e district of
mental Security Record for sample of 1977 allow- ices and DDSs The other is the SSA component
ances and denials The file is expected to permit which has direct responsibility for CDI policy

analysts to follow the cohort of applicants in formulation and as such needs timely informa
terms of program experience and subsequent employ tion on all aspects of the CDI process The CDI

mont over time MIS is planned to provide the local units with

The SSA833U5 file the capability of accessing the computer system
The 833 file is based on the .833 ministrative to obtain basic CDI information specific to the
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local unit This is the so-called GETCDI system regularly and has extensive program-related in-

Basically descriptive information is thought to formation and basic demographic data In addi
be necessary for the expeditious handling of CDI tion it is often linked with other filesthe

cases OHS is prime example

The basic CDI MIS is similar in form to the Hearings and Ippeals Information

system we might propose It falls short however Considerable data are generated by the Office

in sai important ways Specifically CDI tiis of Hearings and Appeals OHA These data have

concentrates on the CDI and does not give high been used recently to comply with those sections

priority to the 831833 merge One extremely im- of the 1980 Amerdments which deal with the appeals

portant aspect of this merge is the combination process The major purpose of the Offices data

of personal characteristics with program informa- gathering activity is to maintain sophisticated

tion about applicants and beneficiaries In ef case control system

fect diagnosis data weuld be matched for iriji As it is presently constituted the system re
viduals with personal characteristics such as age ceives information through online terminals from

sex education and occupation and with CDI pro- the regional units Each action which occurs

gram information within Hearing Office is coded and sent to the

The Continwus Disability History Sample appropriate regional unit Examples of actions

CDHS taken within the Office are assigning an Minim

Aside fran the potential CDI MIS the CDHS istrative Law Judge scheduling hearing record

cats closest to the basis for an integrated data ing the decision and sending favorable decision

base The CDHS files ostensible purpose is to information to the Payment Center and the District

furnish information and to support research stud Office Each action in SSA headquarters is pro
ies on the Social Security Title II Disability cessed so that current information is oni me for

Program The file contains sample of persons both local units and headquarters Every three

allowed or denied disability benefits during months on-line data are purged of records over

calendar year The sample represents 20 percent seven nonths old Cases remain in the Management

of allowances and 10 percent of denials It in- Information files for 13 months While the system
cludes demographic and diagnostic information which generates the data is mainly used for case

extracted run the claims folder of each person control several monthly arx3 quarterly reports are

in the sample The data are augmented by adding produced from these data on case load and other

benefit and earnings information from other ad management information for local units and head
ministrative record operationsspecifically the quarters
Master Beneficiary Record and the Sununary Earnings Supplemental Security Record
Record The CDHS is crosssectional it is in The Supplemental Security Record SSR is the

tended for longitudinal analyses But it is basic tape file for data on eligibility payment
neither continunus nor historical and weuld be amounts and characteristics of all Title XVI SSI
greatly enhanced if prospective events were track beneficiaries and applicants The SSR contains

ed for the annual cohort of applicants The his the records of 9.4 million persons These include

torical aspects of the information contained in persons currently receiving federally administered

the CDHS are limited to retrospective information SSI payments those who received payments in the

contained in the Title II benefit payment records past but are not newlyeligible for benefits and

Furthermore the files utility weuld be enhanced persons whose applications for payments were de
if it were more timely At the itunent file for nied In April 1978 records in denial status for

cohort of applicants in given year generally year or longer were removed from the SSR These

becomes available in not less than three years are carried in separate accessible file in the

Published results lag from the time the data are siie format as the SSR
collected by about five or six years The utility The SSR is an important disability data source

of such crosssectional data diminishes rapidly
because it has information on individuals who ap

as the data age particularly in light of changes ply for benefits under Title XVI It weuld figure

brought on by the enactment of the 1980 mendments prominently in any plan for an integrated disabil

At this writing crosssectional file for 1979 ity file particularly in light of the proposed

is being prepared 1976 is the last date for which longitudinal aspects of such file The retro

CDHS tabulations have been published spective portion of each record on the SSR records

The Master Beneficiary Record MBR the Federal SSI and State supplementation amount

The MBR is major source of Title II disabil of every benefit check authorized Currently this

ity information because it triggers panents to information is carried from January 1974 to date

beneficiaries The MBR consists of the universe

of claimants for Title II benefits past DESIGN FOR THE D1IrA SYSTEM

present cash beneficiaries including disability
Current thinking on the design for an integrat

claimants disallowed claimants i.e nondisabil ed disability data systm is the culmination of

ity aspects of claims denied claims on disabil preliminary efforts to ascertain which files

ity and concurrent claims for disability benefits exist assess the strengths and weaknesses of

under Titles II and XVI Denials under Title current files explore data needs within SSA
are excluded The MBR also contains information and evaluate how current capabilities match up

beyond that of ininediate relevance to current pay
with current needs The resulting blueprint rep

mont Fr example the file may contain up to
resents preliminary estimate of how unmet needs

fields of records providing history of benef can be net Those unmet needs generally center on

ciary on the rolls While the main purpose of the following the post-entitlnt history of benef

MBR is to trigger payments and catalogue benefit ciaries monitoring reapplication of those denied

information for operational purposes it is used benefits or terminated from the rolls and linking

frequently by researchers because it is uplated program characteristics of beneficiaries with ned
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ical and sociodenographic variables The scheme under Title II Title XVI and both Title

proposed is first step on paper to build such II and Title XVI concurrently fourth popula
longitudinal file The next step and perhaps tion is defined by the Continuing Disability In
far sore difficult task is Ændertaking feas vestigation CDI cases in given yeari.e

ibility study to test the viability of such what we will call current CDI cases
scheme What then are the universe files which cover

Current thinking on the integrated data system these populations The choice of universe file

can be divided into four phases for the current depends in large measure on the issues determin
effort and final phase to consider longer range ed by potential users to be of greatest importance
issues These four phases are Fbr the first three populations i.e initial DI

Deciding on universe or universes What applicantsapplicants under Title II Title XVI

are the appropriate kirs of cases from which and concurrent applicantsthere are two choices

to make selection for file samplee.g for universe files fran which to draw sample cases

all DI applicants under given Title or sore precisely there are two design strate
awards denials etc we need to define gies which speak to the first three populations

universe then match the universe with One choice is to use the 100% 831 file as

the appropriate files universe file The SSA 831 form which is the

II Selecting siling frame which defines the initial application determination form contains

universe in statistical sense since cases block indicating Title under which the claim is

will be randomly selected fran such file to mie as well as the determination The full 831

serve as the nucleus file on which to build file is used currently as frame fran which rec
an integrated system ords are sampled for the CDHS Since it includes

III Determining sarrles specifications This application for benefits under beth Titles and

includes determining the nature of the since the initial determination is indicated on

samplessimply random sample or strati the form this file seems to be logical choice

fied random sampleand the size of the for frame fran which to draw sample for new

sample integrated disability data system It has the

IV Determining file content This involves de vantage of including cases under both Titles

ciding what the general content areas of the However essential impairmentrelated information

file should be and what specific data ele such as nobility and diagnosis must be hand
ments to include in abasic integrated file coded as is presently done with the CDHS Other

Each phase is an integral part of general stra- information related to personal characteristics

tegy that involves using the universe file to con- such as occupation and industry must also be

struct nucleus file by sampling cases fran the harxccded and processed for the file If the 831

universe and merging information on those sample file is used denials as well as awards are rea
cases with other files to construct file that is ily available for separate files Since the 831

as integrated and longitudinal as possible Using file contains duplicate listings individuals if

the Social Security Number SSNwe would merge denied may apply again Therefore if interest

information fran other files to data elements con- centers on persons applying for benefits dupli
tamed in the nucleus files The strategy is basic- cations would have to be accounted for in the

ally very simple and is represented schematically file This has implications for following denied

in Figure applicants longitudinally If the full 831 file

is used cases can be randomly selected on sim
Figure 1The Basic Design pie random sample basis or on stratified basis

using the type of claim Title II Title XVI or

concurrent claims as stratifying criterion

Universe file defines The nature of the sample depends on the size of

the population and serves sample selected and the relative distribution of

as sampling frame applicants under each type of claim in the uni
verse of applicants We can have sample of de
nials as well as awards Once cases are selected

sampling specifications fran the 100% 831 file to form an 831 nucleus

file information fran other files can be merged

with the 831 nucleus on an ongoing uIxated basis
Nucleus file sample cases These other files include MBR information to

from Universe file supplement Title II information for Title II ap
plicants SSR information for Title XVI appli
cants 833 information for postentitlennt events

ss SSN SSN for awardees and other files such as hearings
match match natch for records and appeals OHA data from their case control

in-the Nucleus file system Office of Assessments Quality Assurance

______ to 1dress the population of initial applicants

files and the CDI MIS This first alternative

Merge Merge Merge is mapped out in Figure which follows This

file1 file2 filet scheme has the advantages attending the 831

_j form-it contains much information on all the

types of claims It uses the CDHS as nodel

There are four populations of concern to us Its disalvantages result fran the need to hand

The first three are defined by initial applicants
code much information and the fact that some of

in given year for disability insurance benefits
the current CDHS problems may remain
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Figure 2Design with 831 File as Universe File However we need to address issues concerning cur
rent QI cases Therefore separate file of CDI

__________________ cases must be developed fran suitable frame

100% 831 file as
This is the fourth population defined earlier

The 100% 833 file can serve as frame fran which
the Universe fi.j

___________________ to sample CDI cases either on simple random

simple randan sample or

sample basis or stratified on the basis of the

reason for the CDI Once cases are selected from

sampling stratified on the 833 file information on these cases can be

cluding 831 information on the initial application

831 Nucleu

basis of type claim matched with case records from other files in

This scheme is shown in Figure

Figure 4Design with 833 File as Universe File

SRfor 833 OHA can

as Universe file

100% 833 file
Title II Title XVI file control

cases cases

The second choice for universe file for the simple rarxian sample or

population of initial applicants is the MBR The sample stratified on

MBR defines the universe of applicants under Title
basis of reason for CDI

II awards and denials and flags Title XVI awards

It does not have information on Title XVI denials
833 Nucleus file

If cases fran the MBR as universe file are ran
domly selected the MBR information could be sup filesplemented with records from other files such as

MBR for SSR for
the 831 file the SSR for Title XVI awards the

831

le Title II Title XVI
833 for CDI and others The scheme can be seen in

cases cases
Figure

Figure 3Design with the MBR as Universe File
The content of these files should center around

three general areas of substantive interest

MBR as the

Universe file_J

namely
individual sociodenographic and socioeco

rxmic characteristics such as age sex
race occupation and industry These data

sample the cases
linked with information in the other gen
eral areas will be of the greatest value

to SSA researchers However other com
ponents have expressed their interest in7R Nucleus file ____________

___________________
such link

__________ _____
Other files progrrelated characteristics such as

SSR

for1 I.J cas1

level of adjudication and reason for CDI
impairmentrelated characteristics such as

Title XVI file file control

applicants
diagnosis nobility bedy system severity

__________ arid meets or equals specific medical

criteria

The advantage of the MBR as universe file
The content of the files should contain basic

over the 831 file is that the MBR is ongoing and
elenients within these three general areas The

thoroughly established within the data processing
files should be kept basic to expedite their

components of SSA It now has diagnosis coded as
processing Any additional onetime needs can be

matter of course Its ma-jor disadvantaqe is
met through satellite or extract files

that the data only pertain to Title II arid con-
Another important issue is the periodicity of

current beneficiaries although we can identify
the file For example since it is desirable to

Title XVI awardees fran the MBR Detailed infor-
follow cohort of applicants awarded benefits

mation on Title XVI recipients arid Title XVI de while they are on the rolls should new annual

nials wnuld have to be obtained from the Supple
cohort of awardees be tracked each year Fbr re

mental Security Record SSR Since only concur
search purposes it is probably not necessary nor

rent recipiency of benefits is flagged on the t. practicable to devote resources to longitudinal

details on Title XVI recipiency for concurrent
file for each annual cohort of applicants How-

beneficiaries weuld have to be obtained from the
ever those within SSA who need management infor

SSR Furthernore the MBR does not have fields
mation files might feel that annual files are

for occupation industry arid other iiipaionent
necessary

related information which is blocked on the SSA

831
Data on the CDI are of great interest within

The process by which an applicant is determin

SSA If cohort of initial beneficiaries is fol
ed to be eligible for Social Security disability

lowed longitudinally we will have- data on CDI
benefits on hoth medical arid nonmedical grounds
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is sequential multistaged and complex If an REFERENCES
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